4. Owing to the need for su bmitting certain proposals in time for the Supplementary Estimates an Interim Report was submitted on the 9th March, 1942 , and this Cnterim Report in its original form appears as Appendix n. For convenience of treatment, it ha~ been disAected and rearranged so that each part or so much of it as has not been superseded by subsequent developments is embodied in its appropriate ordE'r in the prc~ent Report.
5. Personal inspections have been made, and witnesses have been examined by the Committee at Pretoria, Johannesburg and Reef centres, Kimberley, CapE' Town, Port EliZlLbeth, East London, Bloemfontein, Durban and Pietcrmaritzburg. Thereafter, in response to representations, a delegation from the Committee visited a number of smaller towns. In 8011 262 European and 154 Native witne~'1eR were examined.
CHAPTER II.
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS.
6. At aD early stage in the Committee's deliberations it ho,came evident that certain fundamental factors of 8 sllcial and economic nature permeated the whole enquiry and that attention to these factors was a necessary precedent to the investigation of practical reml-dies for the amelioration of the problems of the urbaD Native. Reference is made briefly to these considerations in the following paragraphs.
7. The Committee has been impressed above all by the poverty of the Native community. This poverty is a factor, the ill-effects of which permeate the Native's entire social life. In most of the smaller towns the povorty of the Natives was seen against a background of general poverty, where not only a large proportion of white citizens, but even the municipalities themselves seemed unable to shoulder any burdens additional to those they were already carrying. 8. Another factor to which the Committee wishes to draw attention is the maladjustment arising from broken family ties, particularly in respect of Natives in compounds, municipal hostels and lodgers in private families and domestic servants in urban centres. In both European and Non-European society, the family is the fundamental unit upon which the community is built. A system which runs contrary to the maintenance of this unit of social life is in essence unsound and it is therefore not surprising that the Committee has received extensive evidence of the detrimental results of broken family life.
9. There is, however, a growing tendency for Natives to hring their families to town with them. Here, however, the poverty of the Native worker is such that it is economically necessary for the wife as well as the husband to work and the children thus suffer from lack of fami lv diRCipline.
10. The territorial segregation of Natives in urban areas is another matter of far· reaching importance requiring special mention. Particularly when locations are considerable distances from places of employment and marketing aud shopping centres, it is accompanied by heavy economic burdens which the urban Native is expected to bear out of his already insufficient earnings. Morl.!over, it tends to add to the capital cost of essential services.
prolllems, but amongst other groups as well. SympaUletic awareness of the problems was strikingly evid'mt 8 mongst witnesses representing the Dutch Reformed Church in the Free State, the Labour Party on 1 he Rand, many Industrialists and members of the medical Bnd other professions.
13. European ignorance and .indifference can only retard obvious essential improvements in existing conditions. Officials of the Union Government and of many local authorities who recognise the need for progres.-;ive mea!'iurCR cannot easily put even much needed measures into operation, if publio support is lacking.
14. On the whole, the urban Native community accept their social and economic conditions without thought or criticism. There is, however, a growing clas.~ of thinking Native who looks to the European to establish satisfactory living conditions for his people.
The Native requires to be convinced that his European Tru!\teea are endeavouring to serve Native interests to the rn-st of their ability. Policies which only accept progres."live measures when such a course becomes inevitable, cannot engender gratitude and appreciation, but will in the long run give rise to. dissati~faction Bond resentment.
15. While a growing body of public opinion regards the Native's social needs with understanding and sympathy, the Committee consider~ that it is still Dot sufficiently recognised that Natives possess a dignity and self· respect which is necessary to the proper adjustment of the racial relationships between them and the European community. Any policy which tends to undermine this fundamental characteristic, will eventually react detrimentally upon the whole economic and socia l structure of the community. A progressive policy at this stage is not only justified from the point of view of the actual needs of the urban Native, but will unquestionably ease the problems of racial adjustment which the Union will have to face to an increasing degree in the future.
IS. It is not the Committee's intention to deal fully with all the considerations outlined in the previous paragraphs. The Native Revenue Account is discussed in some detail in Chapter IV-Housing, Rent and Fees, and the question of the standard and cost of living of the urban Native will now receive treatment. --£7 14 6
Cost of Living.-In
The estimate for food is taken from a carefully prepared .. suggested diet" drawn up by Miss. Bettie Smith, Housecraft Organiser in the Social Research Branch of the Johannesburg Municipa1 Non-European and Natiye Affairs Department, included in that Department'R valuable study of the income and expenditure of 987 Native families published in December, 1941 . At first glance the cost of this diet may appear high; but under scrutiny it justifies its modest claim to be .. a low cost diet which goes some way towards meeting csscntial requirements with due regard to Native custom and taste". Trial budgets hitherto have been based too much on the foodstuffs which town-dwelling Natives, pressed by povert.y, influenced by custom. and not guided by knowledge, do ordinarily purcha~ for daily use, instead of what is needed on a scientific basis in order to sustain encrgy and resistan("~ to disease. 18. Dr. F. \V. Fox analyses the diet actually p'Jrcha'3ed againflt .. marginal U and "optimal" requirement,;. The r&-ults show enormous deficiencies when compared with optimal requirements and in a majority of caseR a serious shortfall e\'en in comparison with the marginal or minimum requirements. The general deficiency is in fact so great that Dr. Fox is forced to conclude that the food purchased must be supplemented from some other sources which resolve themselves in the main into crumbs from the rich man's table. His final paragraph is quotcd in full;-.. The bald fa.ct remains that the diet a.s purchased is grossly deficient in many of the requirements of an adult male, still more does it fail to meet the need:-\ of the children and the pregnant or lacta.ting women. In other words, the health of the group is very largely dependent on a most undependable source of supply. Surely a disgraceful state of affairs".
19. With these conclusions the C?m.mittce fully agrees.
20. The figure for rent is the median of fifteen re&-<;Qnably suitable types of municipal houses at rentals ranging from 17s. Sd, to 32s. Sd. per month. The remaining items follow the .1nhannesbur~ surypy mentioned above.
Figures based upon actual family budgets at
Springs vary between £7. 58. Od. and £7. lSs. 9d. The cost of housing, feeding and clothing·u.n average family was estimated some two years ago at £S. lOs. Od. per month, which with the cost of living allowance would be raised to at lea,t £S. 18s. Sd. This computation makes no allowance for the ueccflMry change-oyer from the existing diet to a minimum scientific diet.
23. Profeb.'K>r Batson in hi~ study of the po\'erty datum line mainly for Coloured people in and around Cape Town fixes the figure for a family of five between £7. Os. 9d. and £9. 4s. 3d, according to the ages of the children. Commenting on the conventional standard datum line, to the seeentials of which he bas adhered, he remarks :-" Such a standard is perhaps more remarkable for what it omits than for what it includes. It does not allow a penny for amusements, for sport, for medicine, for education, for saving, for hire purchase, for holidaYld, for odd 'bus rides, for now8papers, stationery, tobacco, sweets, hobbies, gifts, pocket money. or comforts or luxuries of any kind. It does not allow a p('uny for replacemonts of blankets, furniture, or crockery. It is not a • human' standard of living. It thus admirably fulfils its purpose of stating the barest minimum upon which subsistence and health can theoretically be achieved under Wcstern conditions. It does not in any sense describe even a minimum ideal".
24. It i~ to be borne in mind that figures for Johannesburg and the sea portR would require material modifications before bein~ npplied to !\mallcr and los.Q prosperous towns.
25. The Wage Board and not this Committee io the authority proper to deal with the actual fixation of wages, and it enquires in ea..ch cat:;e amongst other relevant factors into the cm;t of living in the locality and the ability of the industry concerned to meet the eost of any proposed wage.
26. It would, of course, be a mistake to think that wages in general can be mised tn a point high!lr than the productive value of the labour which they represent.
The exceptionally wide gap which exists in this country between skilled and unskilled wages is commonly regarded as proof that there is abundant scope for raising the unskilled (i.e. Native) level. Unfortunately the argument does not bear examination; for, seeing that both skilled and unskilled labour are dependent on the prosperity (ultimately the surviyal) of the industry in which they arc engaged, if the remuneration of skilled labour should chance to rise above its true economio value, there remains not more but less margin for raising the unskilled level. The money mu~t come from somewhere; and unless profits are already can· sidcrable, there arc only three ways in which it can be found: either (1) there must be increased productiveness, including better organisation and the elimination of waste, or (2) there' must be 8 scaling down of ski lled wages, or (3) the ratio of unskilled to skilled workers must he increased. As our industries are already subsidised to enable them to compete with world prices, it is clear that the price of products cannot be raised.
27. Method No. (1) docs Dot appear to be beyond the limits of practicability. No. (2) would present the utmost difficulty in view of the strong and natural opposition always experienced when any suggestion for lowering emolum(,lIt~ is mooted. In addition the Committee is advi"'cd that although the reduction of skilled wages in thC' j'i'W industries in which the proportion of skilled workerx is high, would no doubt effect an appreciable saving i yet in most of the repetitive industries the proportion of skilled tradesmen is very Jow, and any conceivable reduction in skilled rates would release flO little th~t its effect when applied to increasing lln"kill('(\ wages would be infinitesimal. In regard to mcth(\(1 Xo. (3) we are advised flom the same authoritative sou.rce that there is no 6...xed ratio regulating the number of unskilled to the vorbus grades of semi-skilled and skilled olasses. As indicated above, in the repetitive industries, for example, packing, wrapping and bottling trades, sheetmetal-ware, soap, tobacco, sugar, sweets, rope, plywoode, to name only a few, the proportion of skilled employees is very low-often a very few per cent. or even less. Tbe grt'at bulk of the employees is found in the semi-skilled, operative and labourer olasse.'l. There is no doubt an optimum ratio which unskilled labour should bear to other classes; and tbis wiU vary witb the degree of mechanisation and rationalisation found in the industry. We are now reaching the stage when minimum wages have been laid down for almost all unskilled labour in the larger industrial areas. and the initial effect of raising the wages of this class has becn to bring about a reduction in the number employed, through better organisation and the in~taJJation of machinery wherever possible.
28. Witnesses who represented Industry before the committee almost unanimously supported the Natives' claim for increased wages, from which we assume that' Captains of industry, with the knowledge at their disposal, are prepared to face a new situation. Another most hopeful feature is a stirring of the public conscience manifested by the example of such municipalities as Port Elizabeth, Durban and Queenstown, which of their own motion, and without previous difficulty in obtaining labour, have embarked upon a considered policy of improving wages. 
NatitJe Trade Unions.-Various Trade Unions
and other witnesses l;lressed the Committee to recommend recognition of Native Trade Unions; there are in existence some thrity-three of such unions in Johannesburg alone and others are known to exist in Cape Town, Durban, Port Elizabeth and East London. Legally the position is that Natives are not "employees" in terms of the Industrial Conciliation Act of 1937 and cannot therefore be members of a registered Trade Union which in order to be registrable must be composed of .. employees ". Since Natives cannot be members of a registered Trade Union they cannot be members of a body party to an Industrial Council and unless and until the Act is amended the legal position will remain 88 stated.
34. These Unions are in no sense unlawful and their right to exist is as complete as that of any other race in South Africa. In practice the officers of such a Union may and do, approach the Department of Labour and <'mployers on behalf of their members; they make representations for example, regarding nnderpayment of wages or in connection with the other conditions of employment prescribed by Wage Determinations and for many years have given evidence on behaU of their members before the Wage Board.
35. The absence, however, of any right or duty in respect of registration suoh a8 tl.e Industrial Conciliation Aot imposes on workers of other races is said by witncBScs to be a handicap to the recognition of such unions by employers who have been known to say <I we will recognise you when the Department of Labour does" ; this point would as an interim measure be sufficiently met by administrative reoognition.
36. There would be a further advantage to Native workers in the proposal; the collection of arrear wages often involves considerable sums of money and it is desirable that with recognition should go the duty of maint.a.ining proper books and granting to the Registrar the right of scrutiny of such books and financial records.
37. Primarily for these reasons tbe CommiUee reoom~ mends that as an immediate step which can be taken without amendment of tbe law. Native Trade Unions should be registered and dorded administrative recognition in accordance with rules agreed upon between the Departments of Native Affairs and Labour.
3S. As indicated above, under the law as it stands a Native Trade Union cannot become party to an Industrial Council, but section twenty-seven (9) of the Industrial Conciliation Act provides that an inspector <f may attend any meeting of a Council aud may take part in the proceedings whenever the interests of persons who are not members of anv of the parties to the Council are under discussion ", tha.t i", to say, when for example the interests of Native employees are under considera~ tion. The terms of recognition should in this connection include provision for the calling of a meeting between representativel:j of such Native Union, a representative of the Native Affairs Department and an Inspector of the Department of Labour for the purposes of a joint discussion and in order that the Inspector may be in a ;position to lay the views of the Union before the relative Couo.cil. In order that such discussion should be as effet~tive as possible and that the Department of Native Affairs should be kept in continuous touch with Native Unions, it is suggested that a suitable officer be appointed to the stafi of such Department on the scale £600x25-£700 who would be able to assist and advise Native workers and their Unions both at such discussions and on other occasions.
39. The Committee believes that the growth oI tra.,de unions amongst Native workers in South Africa is as inevitable as it has proved to be in other countries and that, it would be unjust to refuse recognition to workers of (lne race when those of all other races have been statutorally recognised. Apart from the advantages of recognition outlined above such unions are able to co~operate with Divisional Inspectors of Labour in the enfc.rcement of wage regulating instruments afIecting their members.
40. Natives for the gold mines are recruited almost exclusively from reserves and tribal areas; and there is a considerable percentage of foreign Natives from tropical Africa and Mozambique. This labour force, over three hundred thousand strong, constitutes a mass of untutored humanity which if well organised and wrongly directed would be difficult to control; and a cleavage on colonr lines might easily prove morc explosive than past cleavages along lines of class or supposed conHicts of interest. All these men are serving under contract, for fixed periods, and have come forward under known and accepted conditions of service. They are well housed, well fed, and physically well cared for.
41.
The Committee therefore excludes the mining. industry from its recommendation regarding the adniinistrative recognition of Native Trade Unions.
42. Labour Exchanges.-Num erous witnesses were emphatic as to the need of a. system of labour exchanges-(1) to enable different centres to keep one another , advised of loca.l surpluses or demands; and (2) to bring employcr and employee together without the great waste of effort at present involved in the process.
43. There have in the past been several attempts to establish labour exchanges; but they have either had a restricted field 'of usefulness, for example, within a particular town or district where they have become well established, or they have gradually fallen into disuse without having achieved any very valuable result.
44. It is said that Natives prefer to negotiate their own terms of service, and do not fully realise the money value of time lost while searching for work. It is also true that popnlar employers have little difficulty. in obtaining labour. and there is therefore some slight foundation for the Natives' belief that it is usually the less satisfactory employers who make use of a labour exchange. This in turn reacts on the quality of labour which may eventually offer itscU through the medium of an exchange, with the result that there may well be dissatisfaction on both sides.
45. It would, however, seem reasonable to hope that in time these handicaps will be overcome; and that the palpable advantages of labour exchanges will be increasingly recognised.
46. The Committee therefore recommends that a fresh experiment should be undertaken in collaboration between the Departments of Native Affairs and Labour. The office a.t which the registration of service contracts is . carried out, wh(lther Governmf'nt or Municipal, appears to be the most convenient as the local office of the labour exchange. All :J1unicipalities consulted were agreeable to undertake their share in carrying out some such scheme.
47.
Labour from the Country.-In its discussions the Committee has regarded as a "Town~dwelling Native ", any Native who supports his family in a town, whether permanently or not. This raisos the vexed question whether a wage based upon the needs of the town~ dwelling Native is appropriate in the caso of the worker from the country, who is employed in a town and supports a family in a rOl'al area, perhaps under less expensive conditions. Apart altogether from the question whether the expenses of the country dweller are less than those of the town dweller, and many authorities question the assertion', the claim that the remuneration of the country dweller should be lower can only be sustained if it is considered equitable that industry should accept what would amount to ~ subsidy from the employee fortunate enough to possess private resources, a frankly untenable position. There is the fllrthcr difficulty that were differential wages fixed for townsmen and countrymen, married and single, employers would very naturaUy favour the" unspojIed " newcomer from the country.
48. The belief that the situation call be met by developing the Native Reserves is illusory. 'fhere will always be the urge to obtain some cash to satisfy new needs and tastes-appetite s beyond the old subsistence economy, that are already and irrevocably in being; and for this reason if for no other, labourers will continue to come in from the country. The policy of developing the Reserves is certainly correct, for the sake of a more contented and better nourished population, but it{s does not solve the difficulties of the town.
49. Family Allowance.~.-Iu addition to the inequalities referred to above, there are further difficulties due to the fact that whilst the minimnm wage may be based on a family of say tmec children, the married couple with fewer than three is better off than is the couple with more, similarly the unmarried man or the married man with no children will be more favourably situated than the man with children, and it has been suggested that inequalities due to such causes might be met by supplementing wage regnlation with a system of family allowances applicable, for example, in the first place to thoee employees who maintain a wife and family in a town. 50. It may be suggested that such schemes could be operated by employers in a given industry acting in concert who would pay to the worker a wage presumed to be in accordance with the economic value of thb individual and in addition pay a further sum into a pool administered by their own organisation or by the State, from which the wages of workers may be supple~ mented in accordance with family needs.
01. Such a voluntary system would, it is thought, find little support amongst industrialists in this country and in the opinion of the Committee would become successful only if applied to all workers in industry either by the use of non~contributor y State funds or by means of funds wholly or in part raised by levy on employers varying with the number of employees.
52. The Committee has no first~hand acquaintance with the operation of such a scheme. It is clear that a suitable system of family records linked up with the service contract would need to be developed, and that the machinery could not be maintained without cost. On the other hand the proposal seems to offer an economically defensible solution of the difficult questions which arise from the employment (oopecially in the unskilled and lowest paid class of workers) side by side of employees with widely varying family needs.
53. Industrialists, while in no case condemning the principle of family allowances, have on the whole exhibited the customary caution in greeting a suggested innOVAtion. Unfortunately thf' diffif"ulty which it <lrek"l to overcome is not immedia.tely theirs; and they have shown no marked inclination. to undertake pioneer experiments. The Committee bas not been able to formulate a fully worked-out scheme, but commends the proposal to the attention of the Departments concerned (Native Mairs, Labour, Social WeUare), University groups, Joint Councils, and the body to be set up to consider a Social Security Code. 1 CHAPTER IV.
NUTRITION.
54. The Extent and Effects of il1alumrition.-There is overwhelming evidence of an appalling amount of malnutrition amongst urban Natives both old and young. A recent survey of Native school children in Durban sh wed that over 40 per cent. were sufIering from clinical signs of malnutrition. In considering this result, it should be borne in mind that the nutrition level at which clinical symptoms appear is definitely lower than that at which optimal health is maintailo1ed. Dr. Neil Macvicar, who has had over 40 years' professional experience among the Bantu, writes of a procession of Native school children which he saw in Johannesburg: " It eeems to me I had never before seen such a collection of miserable looking objects. One could only suppose that they were the victims of mass undernourishment ". At Grahamstown, a recent investigation by highly trained and experienced sociologists indicated that the expenditure of 23 average families upon food was only 63 per cent. of the cost of a minimum adequate dietary for those families. A survey made by Dr. Anning, l\LO.H., Benoni, in 1939 disclm:ed that in the location there the average d!lily con!'iumption of milk per head was barely one-tenth of a pint. 'fh, standard laid down by nutrition experts is from one to two pints daily.
55. In connection with nutrition it appears necessary to controvert the idea which still prevails in some quarters, that the basic requirements of non-Europeans differ from those of Europeans. 'Vhile it it:! true that the rural Native is usually willing to accept what most Europeans would regard as a somewhat monotonou~ die~, the tastes of the permanently urbanised NativC8 are changing in this respect and there is an increasing demand for the varieties of foodstuffs which are more easily ~vailable in towns than in the country. The need of the growing Native child and of the adult for nrctective food-st.uffs is the same as for the European.
With regard to caloric requirements, the needs of Native manual workers, who in addition to their day's work often cycle several miles to and from their place of employment, are actually greater than those of Europe8 ns in sedentary occupations. The outdoor nature of his ,":ork, and his generally inadequate clothing, further lDcrease the Native's calorie requirements, particularly in winter.
56. The worst effects of malnutrition are to be seen in cases of frankly declared deficiency diseases such as scurvy, !ickets, pellagra. Pellagrins may ultimately de\elop lDcurable mental symptoms neceseitating their perm~nent accommoda~ion in mental hospitals. The· Superllltendent of the largest Native Hospital in the Union (the King Edward VIII Hospital at Durban) reports that 5 per cent. of all the deaths occurring in his hospital last year were due to frank malnutrition apart altogether from a much higher pCl'centage in which malnutrition was an underlying or complicating factor.
57. In all cases of malnutrition there is lowered resistance to infections such as tuberculosis, leprosy, wh ?pi~g cough and other children's diseases, pneumorna, IOfluenza and the common cold. Even if maln~urished individuals escape these specific diseases they WliJ suffer from a constant impairment of their physiological p~ocesses which diminishes the physical strength • an~ effiCiency of manual workers, the educa.bility of children, the mental vigour of those in clerical pursuits and the general contentment of the entire malnourished community. Indeed, undernourishment is undoubtedly a fa~t(jt in the prouuction of the Spirit of hopelessness, turDlng to spllenness and desperation l which may readily CTf'ate rna'!'; di'!aiTretion.
58. 'rhe Committee designedly lays emphasis upon aiJ these end-results of malnutrition and undernutrition because it wishes to set over against the cost of remedying malnutrition the cost of not doing so. There is first of all the expenditure on hospitalisation (at a minimum rate of 5s. per diem) of those who fall prey to severe deficiency diseases and to the intercurrent infections listed above. Again quoting from the report of the Superintendent of the Edward VIII Hospital for 1938 Hospital for -1939 : "Nearly all Native patients, quite apart from the disease or injury for which they were admitted, wew undernourished. One can safely say that about half of them were grossly undernourished. . . .. Symptoms of pellagra and similar diseases were quite frequent and in children, conditions such as nutritional oedema were commonplace. . . .. A fair description for most of our patients admitted for any disease or injury would beBin with the phrase: 'an undernourished Native infested with intestinal parasites' ".
59 Then there is the econonllc loss to industry through physical debility and consequent inefficiency of manual WOI kers and through absenteeism of workers sick at home for irregula.r periods; and the economi·c loss to Native breadwinners' families, in which connection it is to be noted that Natives do not always receive sick and/or unemployment benefits.
60. The total economic loss due to sickness caused or aggravated by malnutrition and undernourishment may well be greater than the expenditure which would be necessary· to prevent it by subsidising the nutrition of the people concerned. \Vhether that be so or not, the Committee would not rest its argument for such subsidisation solely upon economic considerations. It feels strongly that the facts revealed nre a challenge to the social conscience as well as to the economic inaight of the nation.
Measures for the Improvement of
Ntdrition.-The bWlie importance of adequate nutrition in relation to hell}th and economic efficiency has only received full recognition within the past decade. It is not surprising, therefore, that measures designed to secure adequate nut rition for the under-privileged sections of the community are not as fully developed as measures designed to improve housing, sanitation and medical services amc ng them. Whereas the Central Housing Board was established in 1920, the National Nutrition Council was only set up in 1940.
62. Vie"ed in the light of present-day knowledge, it appears anomalous that whereas millions have been and are being spent from public funds upon the construction of houses for Natives, assistance from public funds towards the building up of the bodies of the people who inhabit those houses has been trifling by comparison. Moreover, there is ever.increasing expenditure upon medical services to core ills many of which are due to or accentuated by malnutrition which could be prevented by an equivalent or even les,; expenditure simply upon food.
63. The Committee does not question the necessity for improved housing, sanitation and medical services for urban Natives, but it regards as no less urgent the need for improving their dietary; and it is for this reason that it has deliberately given to the consideration of nutrition problems this early place in its report. 64.. Low purchasing power is ohvlously the nrimarv cause of malnutrition. In the case of urban Nat,lvp.'! this is accentuated by the purchase of so many commodities in very '!maB units, for instance tea at 3d. per ounce packet, as against 2s. 4-d. pcr pound packet. The high proportion of children in the Native population, to which may be added old people without pensIons. increases the burden of the average Native breadwinner in comparison with his European counterpart. In many places, the high cost of fuel is an important factor, resulting as it does in under-cooking, indigestibility and incomplete assimilation of food. This appliee particularly to maize and derived foods, which require prolonged cooking.
65. Moreover, as is now well-known, the Union produces insufficient food-stuffs, with the exception of maize and sugar, to provide an adequate minimum diet for all its inhabitants. This basic shortage is accentuated by faulty methods of distribution and by seasonal fluctuations in the production of perishable protective food-stuffs such as milk, vegetables and fruit. Scarcity results in high prices which place several nutritionally important classes of food beyond the reach of the great majority of urhan Native families.
66. From these facts it is clear that there can be no complete solution of the problem of malnutrition among urban Natives, as among other malnourished sections of the community, until there is both a general rise in wage levels among such sections and a bigger production and better distribution of food-stuffs in general and protective foods in particular. Thus wage regulu.tion and agricultural and marketing policy both have a most important direct effect upon nutrition. Indeed, the measures advocated in the remainder nf this section of the Report are in one sense merely palliatives for a situation due to basic errors or insufficiencies of the whole economic system viewed in relation to fundamental human needs.
67. The Committee has considered how prices of food-stuffs may be reduced to the Native consumer through more effective methods of distrIbution and/or by eliminating the middle man's profit. eo-operative societies do not appear to be very successful at the present stage of the evolution of urban Native society and it is not considered they arc likely to be instrumental in efIecting any appreciable reduction in the cost of living. Interesting evidence was received in Johannesburg regarding co-operative buying at ordinary stores and markets. Under stimulus from the Municipal demonstrator of home-craft, groups of Native housewives purchase their requirements of certain commodities in bulk and thus effect considerable savings. This simple co--operative method is commended to the notice of location administrators and to the Natives themselves.
68. Some municipalities have embarked upon retail distribution, at cost, of milk purchased in bulk at wholesale contract prices. The actual distribution is effected by municipal employees whose wages are charged to the Native Revenue Account. Germiston offers a praiseworthy example of a successful scheme along these linCl!, the consumption of milk in the location having been mu1tiplied fivefold within a year through such a scheme-although even in the end it stood at an average of only one-fifth of a pint daily per head of population. The limiting factor of milk distribution schemes is the availability of milk at low contract prices rather than the response of the urban Natives they benefit. 69. The Committee approves and recommends the principle of municipal distribution at cost of such commodities as milk, vegetables, fruit and fueL Opposition may be anticipated from Native retailers where such exist, but the vested interests of a very small minority should not be allowed to stand in the way of benefits to the whole community; and the position can be met by the offer of salaried posts within the municipal distributing organisation, which, in many caReS, will probably offer a Surer means of livelihood than the vicissitudes of private trading.
70. With regard to vegetables and fruit, schemes have already been formulated by the South African Native Trust whereby produce grown in rural areas under the control of the Trust is forwarded to ul'ban locations for sale under municipal control; and one such scheme is already in operation in Johannesburg. The Committee recommends the fullest development possible of schemes of this nature.
71. The production of vegetables and fruit in the locations themselves by the private efforts of their occupants is potentially a very useful method of supplementing dictaries otherwise deficient in these protective food-stuffs. It is not reasonable to expect every Native householder to produce his own vegetables. He may arrive home after dark and after a. hard day's toil. Keenness may be stimulated by the offer of free seeds or even seedlings (from a municipal nursery--su paragmph 73) and of vrizes {or well-kept domestic vegetable gardens. It is possible also for other members of the family to participate in gardening. In the lay-out of locations an endeavour should be made to secure at lca~t some land suitable for gardening, under irrigation if possible, and this should be leased in plots at low rentill to location residents. A successful example of such a scheme is to be seen in Pietermaritzburg.
72. The Committee recommends that local authorities sbould undertake measures with a view to increasing the local production in locations of vegetables and fruit.
73. In Johannesburg the Municipality it.seU has undertaken the maintenance of a location vegetable garden utilising the services of juveniles and distributing the vegetables partly to those who grow them fiod partly, at low prices, to other location dwellers. The possibilities of such a scheme for the simultaneous solution of two grave urban problems-juvenile delin· quency and malnutrition-are worthy of exploitation to the fuJI.
74. The keeping o{ livestock--cattle, goats and poultry-by location residents for the sake of obtaining milk and eggs, was favoured by some witnesses, particularly Natives. Insmaller towns with large common· ages, the keeping of cattle and goats is practicable and is not incompatible with public health requirements, if the livestock is stabled on the commonage and not within the location itseU. In large towns, however, the keeping of cattle and goats is in any case undesirable 00 hygieDlc grounds. In such areas milk supplies must depend on the development of municipal milk schemes a3 already recommended. The keeping of poultry is very liable to produce unhygienic conditions un1ess strict supervision is exercised; but assuming that snch supervision will be forthcoming, the Committee considers that the advantages to be derived from the availability of eggs justifies a recommendation that encouragement sbould be given to the keeping of poultry_ 75. Generally speaking, the Natives are ignorant of food values and of efficient methods of utilising even the foods which are a.vailable to them. This ignorance sbows itself, for instance, in the widespread preference for highly refined cereal products as against those made from the wbole grain, for sugar and sweets as against .vegetables and fruits, in the comparative neglect of pulses, peanuts and the soya bean, and in the incorrect methods often employed in the cooking of vegetables. Such ignorance can only be met by education and propaganda. beginning in the schools aud continuing through the employ~ent of home visitors and demonstrators of "arious types. Valuable pioneer work in this direction is being undertaken by the Municipal Native Affairs Department in Johannesburg, and tbe Committee recommends that work along similar lines should be carried out by all municipalities.
76. The Committee has considered the possibilities of communal feeding schemes. This method of promoting sound nutrition has the advantage of economy combined with the possibility, if the management is enlightened, of ensuring the consumption of wellbalanced meals. Communal feeding already exists in • labour compounds and could-setting aside financial difficulties-rendily be extended to Native schools. It should not, however, be too readily assumed that becau~ of its success in compounds communal feeding would be equally successful if applied to locatio .. in general. Compound Natives have little, if any, choice in the matter, and are in any case probably more am('nable to regimentation than the more sophisticated, and sometimes more suspicious, populations of urban locations. European witnesses were more ardent advocates of communal fceding than were Native witneflses. Several of the latter said that commUllul feeding was not in accord with Native ideas, and added in effect: "Give us higher wages and lower prices for food and let u.s feed our families ourselves. A child .. bould look to his parents for his food, not to some outside organisation. Communal feeding may further weaken the bonds of family life and discipline".
77. With such n sentiment the Committee is in full accord. Nevertheless the consequences of malnutrition among urban Natives arc 80 widespread and 80 serious that there appears to the Committee 10 be a strong case in favour of the provision of communal meals on a selective basis even if only as an interim measure, pending a reully adequate rise in wage levels. Any expenditure in this direction would be more than counterbalanced by a saving of expenditure on curative medical services. )[orcover, the provision of communal meals, particularly at schools and in connection with maternity and childweUare centres, would afford opportunities for educating the rising generation of urban Natives in food valucs, sound domestic budgeting and the propel' techniqucs of the handling and cooking of food.
78. Private philanthropic enterprise, aometimes assisted by grants frdm local authorities (these grants often being derived from the Native Revenue Accounti.e. thE' Natives themselves), has already ent.ered this field. The commonest form of this activity is the establishment of soup kitchens, the beneficiaries being sometimes school children only, but more often poor of all ages. Meals are also provided at cr@chea towards the cost of which the parents of the children themselves mayor may not make a contribution. There i~ no counterpart in Native schools to the free meals prOVided by the education authorjties for European children.
79. The Cape Town Municipality is about to undertake rm interesting experiment in the conduct of an eating house in new premises near the single men's quarters in the Langa Location, where well· balanced meals will be served at cost. There is considerabla opposition [rom vested interests and even from others on the ground tha.t this is an incursion into the na.tural sphere of Natives desiring to serve their own people, and fU lther that the pre·eristing filthy conditions which were the chie! ground for transferring this service Irom private to municipal control, were largely due to the fact th~t the premiWl hitherto let .for the purpose. by the Munt· cipality were badly deslgned and unSUItable. After repented inspections and direct repreeentat~ons to ~he Native Affairs Depa.rtment, to the Native Afflllrs Commission and finally to the Minister in person, it has been decided that the interests of better nutrition must prevail, and that the experiment is to proceed.
SO. Whatever schemes of communal feeding sre devised, it is unlikely that it will be possible through them to cover the entjre urban Native populatlOn. In selecting beneficiaries it is important to remember that the needs of pre·school children, of pregnant and nursing women and of school children are more important-7 in the order named-than those of adults. It should be borne in mind that not all Native children go to school and that often it is the very poorest and worstnourished who do not.
81. The composition of communal meals is also a matter of considerable importance.
The guiding principle here is that such meals should provide as high a proportion as possible of the protective elements which are absent from or very inadequately rcpresented in average Native dIetaries. From this point of view soup is very variable in quality and may often, through sheer lack of funds, be of comparatively low nutritive value. Usually more good is to _be achieved through the distribution of meuls of the Oslo Breakfast type. Advice on the composition of communal meals should be obtained from the National Nutrition Council through the Department of Public Health.
82. The cost of communal feeding has been variously estimated at from 3d. to 6d. a. meal. The lower figure does not provide for milk. The provision of communal meals as has already been indicated is an activity which at present is largely confined to private philanthropic enterprise. In the opinion of the Committee this enterprise merits assistance from public authorities particularly if that assistance be used to guide such activities along the most profitable channels. In mauy cases, for example, at creches and possibly at schools, the beneficiaries may meet the necessary costs in part.
83. The Committee recommends that the Government refund 50 per cent. of the nett cost of approved schemes for the provision of free or partly tree merus, whether such schemes are carried out by Provincial or local authorities or by voluntary agen6ies. The requirement that a. scheme be approved will enable the Government to give expert guidance both in the selection of bene· fieiaries and in the composition of the meals provided.
84. Na.tives have been excluded from tho benefits of tbe State-aided Milk and Butter Schemes, largely owing to the fact that the surpluses would, in any case, never have been sufficient to meet the Native needs as well as those of Europeans and Coloureds; but they have not been excluded from the benefits of the schemes for the assisted or free distribution of certain surpluses of fruit, notably oranges. The whole question of the emergence of socalled U surpluses" and of their disposal is very complex and beyond the competence of this Committee to discuss in all its bearings. The only recommendation which the Committee wishes to make is that in any distribution of such surpluses the needs of the urban Natives, among whom there is probably a higher incidence of malnutrition than among any other under·privileged grouP. should receive recognition on their intripsic merits, regardless of any racial distinction.
85. Mention must also be~ade here of Poor Relief administered by the Department or Social Welfare to paupers. This service is on a. national scale, but ia restricted to persons practically without means of s£>lf-support. The ration scale for the feeding of paupers provides an adequately balanced dietary. In actual administration, however, the assi!l.tance rendered often maintains the pauper at a level little above the breadline and cannot therefore be said to contribute to nutrition in the full sense of the word. Further reference is made to this subject in , hapter VII.
CHAPTER V. HEALTH AND MEDICAL CONDITIONS.
86. General 00118iderations.-The Committee has been gravely impressed by the evidence it has rece.ived of the high incidence of ill-heal:~ among urb~n Na~lves, of the inadequacy of the provlslon for dealing Wlth declared disease a.nd of the comparative neglect of measures to preserve health. It has seen for itself in locations and other places where urban Natives !~ide, conditioM which can hardly fail to p~oduce chromc lU.hea!th among the inhabitants and whIch favour the rapid spread of inre('tlOU!~ dl~eases. 'Vhnt 1" most disquieting of all is that in many instances the very lowest swndnrdfl of public hygiene are tolerated in locations belonging to towns in the other parts of which much higher standards are inforced as s matter of course. The saying that " disease knows no eolour bar" bas been worn thread· bare by South African publicists in health matters, but the practical results which should flow from the acceptance of this axiom are not yet in evidence in the great majority of South Africnn towns.
87. Although it is impossible to produce accurate vital statistics in respect of Native urban populationsthe difficulties being increased by the floating nature of considerable parts of those populations-6uch statistics as are available indicate beyond question that general and infantile mortality rates, to quote two of the most reliable indices of general health conditions, are IK)mewhere about three or four times as great as those for EuropeatlB ~ving in the same towns.
88. The social misery and economic wastage resulting from unhealthy living condit.ions and a high incidence of disease require no elaboration.
89. Many factors, most of them closely interrelated, are productive of urban Native ill-health, and it is of primary importance to deal effectively with these factors rather than to embark upon special measures directed against specific manifestations of ill-health itself. It is from this standpoint that the present section of the Report has been drawn up.
90. ]nsanitation.-Insanitation is undoubtedly the prIncIpal factor makmg for ill-health in urban locations. The outstanding insanitary features of the majority of locations are bad housing, inadequate water supplies, insufficient or unhygienic lat inc accommodation and unsatisfactory arrangemen~ for the disposal of domestic wastes and for public cleansing general1y.
91. There are stil1 large numbers of urban Natives living in houses, built by themselves or in some instances by the local authority, which are insanitary according to all the standards of public health. Owing to lack of proper foundations and damp-proof courses, they are liable to damp; their walls and floors are of such construction that they favour the breeding of vermin and the spread of diseases carried by dust, especially tuberculosis; they are ill-ventilated; and they are overcrowded.
92. Housinb schemes for Natives have not kept pace with, much less overtaken, the growth of the permanently urbanised Native population. In the year 1920 the Housing Committee appointed by the Minister of Public Vlorks reported that 10,000 new houses were required in tbe urban areas of the Union for the adequate housing of Natives. In 1936, the Department of Public Health (Annual Report for 1935-36) estimated that 16,000 new houses for, Natives were required in the eight largest towns of the Union alone. Despite considerable activity since the latter date, it is probable, taking into consideration the accelerating rate of flow of Natives into the towns occasioned by industrial expansion even before but particularly since the War, that the position is even more acute today.
93. The situation is thus presented in order that there may be a clear realisation of the tremendous lee-way that still has to be made u1* with regard to the provision of really hygienic Native housing. The position today is that the majority of the urban Native population is living in houses which are I< of such construction or in such a state or so situated or so dirty or "0 verminous as to be injurious or dangerous to bealth". The quotation is from the section r section ane hundred and twenty-two (a)) of tbe Public Health Act of 1919 defining nuisances.
94. Economlc aspects of housing schemes developed by local authOrities under the provisions of the Housing Acts or in other ways are dealt with in Chapter VI. In this section dealing with health matters the Committee wishes to draw attention to the anomaly that many of the houses being built for Natives under the Housing Acts, themselves primarily designed to prevent or eradicate slums, are from the first day of their occupation overcrowded and therefore slums as defined in the Second Schedule to the Slums Act, and escape condemnation as such only by reason of the specific withdrawl of Native locations from the purview of the latter Act. The Committee regards this provision of the Slums Act as itself an example of the tendency towards the adoption of dual standards of publi c hygiene, which is incompatible with a scientific approach towards this subject. It cannot be accepted that the physiological requirementf, of Nativea with regard to fresh air and ventilation are less than those of any other group of human bt~ings. H owever strong and durable the walls and floors of the new houses are, this cannot alter the fact that most if not all of the houses arc overcrowded; and overcrowding rather than poor construction of a house is a prime factor in the spread of tuberculosis and otheJr droplet infections, as was proved by the classic investigations made in Scottish cities nearly a generation ago.
95. Under section one hundred and twenty-one of the Public Health Act, it is a .. duty of all local authorities to prevent or remedy ds,nger to health arising from unsuitable dwellings ". The Committee re(.()m.mends thai this duly should be carried out adequately by all local authorities: and that those who tail should be subjected to thme measures of coercion for which a · far-seeing legislature bas IUready made provision within the Public Health Act, tbe Housing Act and the Natives (Urban Areas) Act.
96. WaJe-r Supplies.-W'ater supplies are usually very inadequate. Even in locations where there is a piped supply, it is exceptibnal for water to be laid on to the individual houses. ' Vater often has to be carried considerable distances frOID standpipes, which obv iously does not favour the main.tenance of high standards of domestic and personal cleanliness. Moreover, because of the absence of a tap within the house or yard, water has to be carried in receptacles which are themselves often unclean, and stored in open vessels exposed to pollution.
97. It is only in the mO~lt recent housing schemes that any provision bas been made for personal washi ng facilities within the dwellings themselves, and then only in the form of showers. 'fbere are some locations in which there is not one shower und many more in which the provi<;ion is quite inadequate in relation to the total population, inconveniently situated and of such a crude type of construction that it does not invite regular URC. It is unreasonable lj() expect any people to kcep their dwellings and their persons clean unless they are provided with reasonable facilities for so doing.
98. The Committee re-oommends that measures be taken by local authorities to improve the water supplies within the locations under their control, and particularly to improve facilities tor peJ:5onal ablution and the washing of clothes.
99. Latrine accommod,ation in many locations falls far below the minimum standards laid down in the Second Schedule to the ,31ums Act, which require one latrine to every twelve persons if the latrinC8 are part of a water-borne sewage system, and one latrine to every eight persons if any other system i<; in use. Many houses in the location are e~ltirely without what in the remainder of the urban area is regarded as an essential adjunct to any dwelling, however humble, namply a latrine. '1'he absence of householl latrines necessitdes the p~ovision of those aesthetically repulsive and hygienically dangerous s1~ructures known as communal latrines. They are nevl!r (quoting from the Second Scbedule to tbe SIUlll5 Ant) " accessible to all the occupants (of the dwellings served by them) with reasonable. convenience ", for example, at night, in wet weather, or during illness; and it is doubtful whether the ratio of one convenience to every eight persons is ever maintained. Finally the ,construction of both household and cOBununal latrines in oftcn very defective, 80 that fly-borne diseases have every chance of spreading. The Committee was able during inspections to compare the advantages of hOUSE:hold latrines over communal latrine~ in the same lociltion and also to observe the invariable filthiness of communal latrines where these alone were available for use by location residenta. On the other hand hOUlJehold latrines even when imperfectly constructed were almost always found to be clean.
The Committee recomme:nds the complete abandonment of the communal system of sanitation and its replacement by individual hOfUsehold latrines of hygienic construction.
100. The methods used for the disposal of domestic refuse and waste waters are rarely satisfactory: Rubbish is all too frequently allowed to accumulate in the open in yards or even on the streets, thus attracting and providing a breeding place for flies and rodents, both of which are carriers of disease. Lidded receptacles for the storage of rubbish are the exception rather than the rule. A refuse removal service is not always provided, and even when it is, removals rarely al;e made at suffi· ciently frequent intervals. Similarly, the storage and regular removal of slop waters is far less common than their crude disposal by throwing them on to the plo~ or running them into the streets. Neither houses nor streets are properly drained except in a very few instances. The dust which blows about the average location must then, from these various sources of pollution, harbour an exceptionally rich flora of septic and other pathogenic germs; and it is not surprising that sore eyes, skin diseases, tuberculosis and bowel infections are as common as they are.
101. The Committee recommends the provision by local authorities of much more effective public cleansing services in locations than are at present provided by most of them.
102. Native Pooerty as a Factor in Insanitation and lll-I.ealth.-lt is obvious that poverty is as important a factor in the production of insanitation as it .is in the production of malnutrition. The individual Native householder is too poor to build a hygienic home and latrine, too poor to provide himself with proper storage receptacles for refuse and slops, too poor to meet economic charges for sanitary removal services. Collec· tively the Natives are too poor to provide these services even on a communal basis, which is another way of saying that their cost cannot be met from the Native Revenue Account alone. Hitherto the practical result of a strict adherence to the principle of fiscal segregation has been that adequate sanitary services for locations are not provided.
103. Full discussion of the demerits of the policy of absolute fiscal segregation is undertaken elsewhere in this Report. The point to be made here is that in the Public Health Act, the duty laid upon a local authority to "safeguard and promote the public health" within the district under its jurisdiction is of universal applica· bility within that district. There is no justification in the Act for the refusal of local authorities to spend more upon the sanitation of locations than can be raised in revenue from the locations themselves, nor is this principle applied by local authorities to other poor areas or communities under their control.
104. The conclusion seems inescapable that few if any local authorities ha.ve carried out their obligations under section ten of the Public Health Act, with re~ard to the Native areas in their districts, in a reallysatis· factory manner. Moreover, neither the Public Health Department nor the Native Affairs Department [acting under the Natives (Urban Areas) Act] has been entirely successful in its efforts to bring about improvements by persuasion; npr have these Departments, except on the rarest occasions, deemed it expedient to advise their respective Ministers to exercise the powers of coercion conferred upon them by the Legislature.
105. The Committee reco:nmends that, in the interests of public health of Native areas falling under the juris~ diction of urban local authorities, action should be taken whenever necessary under section ten (2) or section eleven of the Public Health Act, whichever is appropriate. With regard to section ten (2), which provides machinery lor the assistance of financially weak local authorities in respect of the control of infectious diseases, it is recommended that consideration be given to the extending of the scope of its application to include all public health activities.
106. In another direction poverty plays a part in the production of ill·health. It results in a lack of clothing and of bedding. It is by no means rare for the members of a family to be more numerous than the blankets it possesses.
This encourages the unhealthy practice of sleeping partially or even fully dressesd in daytime attire. Inadequacy of personal clothing and bedding leads to verminous conditions and to lowered resistance against disease especially respiratory disease. 107. Poverty also makes it impracticable for the average urban Native to buy even the simplest invalid appliances, utensils and foods which are necessary for home nursing, even if he can scrape up the few shillings necessary for a medical consultation in places where medical services are not free. Even beds are often lacking, laid-on water in the home is a rarity, and the nearest closet may be a hundred yards or more awa.y. It is not surprising that even cases which are at first mild, rapidly become worse and often die for want of these simple amenities. From this viewpoint, it is plain that the ratio of hospital Leds to population is required to be higher for the urban Native than for the European whereas in practice the ra.tio is always lower.
108. Igtlorance.-Both poverty and insanitation areaccentuated by ignorance-ignorance of wise domestic budgeting, of food values, of the best care and use of foods, of how to lessen the risks of insanitation, of the significance of early signs of ill·health, of the elements of home nursing, and so forth. Not only is the Native ignorant, but he is also superstitious and in consequence ---encouraged thereto by the whole tribe of herbalists and quacks, including Europeans as well as Nat.ives-he often spends his money in expensive but useless remedies. His utter ignorance of the mode of spread of infectious diseases-notably tuberculosis and veneral diseease-is far more dangerous to him now that he lives in crowded communities than when he lived in the comparative isolation of kraals dotted over a wide countryside.
L09. There is therefore a very wide field for the improvement of the 'health of urban Natives through health education and propaganda.. This has already been appreciated by all progressive municipalities. who arc emplOying ever-increasing numbers of health visitors, sanitary inspectors, district nurses, district midwives and Native male health assistants, all of whom carry out health propaganda as part of their duties. The Department of Public Health gives subsidies in respect of such workers (except Native health assistants) and the principal hindrance to increased employment of these types of personnel is lack of facilities for their training rather than lack of financial provision for their subsequent employment.
110. The Committee accordingly recommends that :-(1) Facilities for the training of Native nurses and midwives should be increased by every possible means. (2) A special COlUSe of training for Native health visitors (female) specially adapted to the problems of urban Native life, should be instituted by the appropriate authorities, and generously snbsidised by the Government. (3) Improved facilities should be established lor the training of Native males as sanitary inspectors ; or, preferably, for their training as urban He8Ith Assistants, on the basis of a syllabus specially adapted to location health problems and approved by the Royal Sanitary Institute and the Public Health Department so that it may lead to a qualification which shall be recognisable for purposes of part-refund under section sixteen of the Public Health Act. The Committee con~ siders that the need for such assistants is so great that it justifies the immediate establishment of the necessary training facilities by municipal health departments competent to undertake such training and that encouragement thereto should be given by means of generous Govern~ ment subsidy. (4) All prospective social workers among Natives should be given thorough training in the fundamentals of hygiene. (5) Special attention should be given by competent inspectors, to the teachi 19 of hygiene in Native teachers' training colleges and in Native schools.
Ill. Although designedly laying emphaei. on the primary importance of removing the fundamental causes of ill-health, the Committee is aware that in spite of all efforts at prevention, there will still remain a large volume of ill-health lor the remedying of which provision must be made. Accordingly, it recommends that there should be an expansion of hospita\9 dispensary and district nursing and midwifery services for urban Natives.
112. There arc certain special services combining both curative and preventive functions, which are customarily undertaken by local authorities and to which more detailed consideration will now be given.
Maternity and Ol.ild Welfare Services.-For
well-known reasons it is impossible to estimate infant mortality rates lor Natives with the same degree of exactitude as for Europeans, but all competent witnesses were agreed that the rate is rarely if ever le&9 than 200, and that the average for urban locations may with safety be placed at nearer 300 than 200 per thousand births. This rate is three or four times that for Europeans living under identical climatic conditions. Among the principal causes of infantile deaths are diarrhoea and enteritis (diseases of insanitation and ignorance), congenital sY!Jhilis (a disease of ignorance, as the prospective mother often does not know she has syphilis in a transmissible form), acute respiratory infections including whooping cough and measles (diseases of overcrowding, poverty and ignorance).
114. It is sometimes assumed that communities in which there is a high infantile death rate will be made stronger and healthier by this drastic elimination of «the weaklings," Such views are utterly fallacious. A high infant mortality rate rneaM, invariably, a high degree of morbidity in the generation which represents the survivors. Thus, for every infant which dies from congenital syphilis there will be halI·a·dozen more who will survive with the disease still in their systems chronically undermining their health and weakening their resistance to other djseases. Sjmilarly, the sur· vivors of whooping cough and measles may provide a breeding ground for pulmonary tuberculosis to be manifested in adolescence.
115. In addition to miscarriages and still·births due to syphilis, and chronio pelvic disorders and sterility due to gonorrhoea, there is among Native women a still imperfectly recognised amount of chronic iIJ·health due to injuries and non-venereal infections occurring at or soon after childbirth. These various complaints, in addition to their direct effect upon the women who suffer from them, frequently have important indirect effects upon the well· being and happiness of family units through the physical weakncss or incapacity of those upon whom family wel1are mainly depends.
116. In view of the fundamental importauce to the national health of the well-being of mothers and of children in their tenderest years, it is somewhat surprising that the subsidy by the Department of Public Health to medical maternity and child welfare services is on & less generous scale than to venereal diseases services (two·thirds plus frce drugs) and tuberculosis services (three·quarters). The only form of subsidy at present being given is a one-third refund of the salaries of health visitors and di8trict nurses and mjdwives. The Committee recommends that there should be an increase of the scale of subsidy in respect of the salaries of health visitors and district nurses and that the system of subsidy should be extended to all branches of (medical) maternity and child welfare activities. These include provision not only for health visitors and district nursing, but also prenatal and postnatal clinics, infant clinics. and the issue of adequate rations of milk aud other protective foods to necessitous cases among pregnant and nursing women and amoug children of pre-school age. Such an extension of the field in which subsidies operate wdl stimulate the estabhshment of more adequate schemes than those whIch, generally speaking, exist in respect of most urban Native communities today. Considerable as the couse-)0 quent expenditure by the State may become, the Committee is 'confident that it will be far less than the enormous wastage of human resources reBected in current Native infant mortality and morbidity rates.
117. The Committee would go even fu-ther and suggest that if, after due enquiry by the Department of Public Health, there is found to be in any local authority area an unduly high infantile mortality rate or an undue prevalence of malnutrition among children of pre .. school age, the establishment of a maternity and child welfare scheme by that local authority be made compulsory.
118. Venereal Disease~.-Popular concern among Europeans over the high incidence of these diseases among Natives too often centres solely upon the risk of their spread from Natives to EuroPf!ans. As venereal diseases are rarely transmitted without sexual inter· course, this risk is slight and indeed negligible if the ordinary rules of hygiene with r('gard to the domestic handling of food and clothing are observed.
119. Unfortunately, this narrowly personal concern t-oo often blinds the pu~lic to the rea.l gravity oC the situation which lies in the effects of these diseases upon the Native community itself and the potential economic consequences thereof. It is well known that venereal di~eases cause miscarriages, still·births, sterility, infantile deaths, congenital disease, blindness, and much chronic ill-health at all ages. It is not so well known that one of the principal sequelae of syphilis which has been untreated or inadequately treated in earlier years is cardiovascula.r disease leading to invalidity and death in middle life. The incidence of such sequelae is, as one would expect, particularly hIgh among manual workers. Its threat to the breadwmning group among the urban Bantu. and thus to urban industry itself, is not generally appreciated. The incidence of neurosyphilis leading to paralysis or mental derangements, is less among the Bantu than among Europeans but it is by no means negligible.
120. The incidence of syphilis among Natives is diffi· cult to determine, and varies from oue district to another. Sample surveys indicate that in many urban areas it is somewhere about 30 per cent. This means that 30 per cent. of the Native population of such areas has had syphilis and has never been fully cured. It docs not mean that all are suffering from perceptible symptoms of syphilis at the moment, but it may mean that their health is being steadily undermined and that at least a quarter of them will in due course suffer from one or other of the fatal sequelae. The incidence of congenital syphilis is appallingly high. At the King Edward VIII Hospital 22 per cent. of infantile deaths last year were directly due to syphilis, excluding those in which syphilis was a secondary factor. Random samples of urban Native school children often give 20 per cent. or over who are positive to the blood tests for syphilis. Among urban women of childbearing age 25 per cent. or over are syphilitic and capable of transmitting the disease even though not suffering from any obvious marulcstations of the disease themselves.
121. Section si'xly-siz of the .. Public Health Aot empowers the Minister of Public Health to refund to local authorities two· thirds of the nett cost of approved schemes for the treatment of persons suffering from venereal disease. In addition, the Minist"'r may and in practice does supply free of charge remedies Cor use in treatment and make available free diagnostic laboratory services. Local authorities have responded well to the encouragement thus offered them; and today there are efficiently conducted venereal diseases clinics in all the large and most of the small towns of the Union at which absolutely free treatment is given to Natives (and other persons) suffering from venereal diseases.
122. The provision of such facilities is relatively simple compared with the difficult task of inducing sufferers from venereal diseases to place themselves under treatment at an early stage of their infectlOu and to remain under treatment for the prolonged periods necessary, at least 10 syphiw, for complete cure, The Committee endorses the view held over many year by the Public Health and the Native Affairs Departments, against frequent well-meaning but ill-informed representations to the contrary, that coercion is undesirable and in any case impracticable. All the more importance, therefore. attaches to high efficiency in the methods used for enlightenment and persuasion. Such methods have been pursued, with great success, by several municipalities through the employment of trained Native Health Assistants whose duty it is to act as record clerks at clinics and thereafter search out the contacts of known cases and follow up defaulters from systematic treatment.
123. The Committee recommends the. increased employment of Native male health assistants of this type in addition to Native nurses and health visitors.
124. It must be frankly recognised that the appallingly high incidence of venereal diseases among urban Natives, through whom it is spreading back to rural Natives as well, is part of the price which has to be paid for the imporation into urban areas, for the purposes of industrys and of domesti'c service, of thousands upon thousands of rural Natives who leave their wives in the reserve. A striking example of the consequences of this policy is to be found in Durban where a thousand new cases of syphilis come up for treatment every month I The pre!erence of employers, following the custom established by the mines, for what is known as tribal labour is easily understood: such labour is more docile, is prepared to accept lower wages, and can be more cheaply housed and fed than if there were wives and familics to provide for as well.
125. It would be a difficult matter to stop the How of labour from the tribal areas to the towns, especially during a period of industrial expansion; butit is urgently necessary that a much larger proportion of employed men should live within reach of their wives and faJrulies. 126. Meantime, the incidence of yenereal rusease among urban Natives will be diminished by such social welfare measures as the provision of improved recrea· tional facilities for males and females and by the substitution of hostels for the backyard premises in which so many female domestic servants live under conditions which undoubt.edly favour the spread of venereal disease. Specific recommendations under these heads are made in Cha.pter VII.
127. Tuberculosis.-AlI in the case of venereal disenseR, the incidence of tuberculosis is dlfficult to determine, but all authorities are a.greed that it is increasing among Natives, particularly in the coastal towns. Three Natives die every day from tuberculosis in Durban alone. Striking as it does chiefly at adolescent and early adult life, tuberculosis cnmes an enormous wastage of human and economic resources in addition to the expenditure on tuberculosis hospitals and schemes.
128. There is 8. shortage of beds for the accommoda· tion of Natives suffering from tuberculosis in a. communicable form. :Medical officers of health complain that it often takes several months to secure the admission to hospital of Native tnberculotic8 who, in the meantime, are spreading infection. Until recently, for example, there were only fifty beds available, at Rietfontein Hospital, for the whole of the Transvaal, and at the time it took evidence the Committee was informed that in the overcrowded wards of the Non-European Hospital in Johannesburg there were eighty cases of 11 tuberculosis. In Durban alone there are one thousand four hundred known cases of tuberculosis Ilmong Natives, and suitable bed accommodation for scarcely one· fifth of this number.
129. Fortunately the position with regard to bed accommodation has recently been considerably improved in the Transvaal, owing to the virgorous policy being pursued by the Department of Public Health with the sympathetic support of the Treasury. Eighty more beds have already been provided at Rietfontein and a. further hundred are soon to be added in accommodation at present under construction.
130. The Committee recommends that this expansionist .policy be continued in the Transvaal and enepded to the other Provinces even it new provision is to be 01 simpler constructional types than have, hitherto been regarded as necessary. There is a vast lee·way still to be made up in this matter.
131. The institutional treatment of tuberculoais cannot by itself meet effectively the whole problem of tuberculosis. There is in addition need for the care of the families of persons suffering from tuberculosis and for the after·care of persons discharged from institutions for the treatment of tuberculosis. Care of the families means, or should mean, more than assistance along the lines of ordinary pauper relief of families who have lost their. breadwinners. It 18 amongst these families, the members of whIch have been exposed to more than ordinary risks of tuberculons infection, that there is special need for a liberal allowance of protective food· stufis and for hygienic housing and surroundings, and schemes for their assistance should include special provision for these special needs. Similarly, the care of those who have been discharged {rom hospitals and sanatoria. should include the elimination or alleviation of those environmental and economic conditions wwch usually contrtbute to the breakdown of the sufferer from tuberculosis in the first instance.
132. '1'he care of the families of tubercnlotics and the afterCfll'e of the tu berculotics themselv('s thus involve more than thr provision of purely medical treatment, and in practice it has been found that the nece?8ary supplemen. tary provision is best undertaken by voluntary Tuber· culosisCommittees working in close conjunction with local anthorities. Such Committees have hitherto depended mainly upon the local authorities themselves and upon the income from the King George V. Jubilee Fund for the carrying on of their actiVItIes. Relative to the needs with which they are confronted, the income of these Committees is hopelessly inadequate; and it is recommended that generous assistance should be given to them in terms 01 section fifty (1) (I) 01 the Public Health Acl 133. Dental Ser0ice.9.-Except in a few large centres there is no provision for dental services for Natives beyond simple extractions. Dental services for indigentes and poor Europeans are in little better state, and the Committee is doubtful of the practicability of immedi· ately or even in the near future putting into effect any comprehensive scheme of dental services for Natives. True preventive dentistry is nearly synonymous with adequate nutrition of the pregnant woman and of the very young child,and with the regular practice of the rules of oral hygiene, so that fulfilment of the recommendations made with regard to nutrition and health education will go far towards preventing conditions lor which extensive curative dental services WIll othenvisc be required.
CHAPTER VI.
HOUSING, RENT AND FF.ES.
134. Rent is an item which absorhs a very considerable portion of the urban Native's income. l?or this reason the Committee was requested to pay special a.ttention to this problem in order to MCNtain in wh:lt way the burde-n of rent could he madl' le~.) onrrous.
135. In the course of eviden~, it wa... frequentlv put forwa.rd thfLt the rent which the Native should he called upon to pay should not btl more than a certain percentage of hi.:; income, usually 20 to 25 per cent. The Committee has CODle to the conclusion, ho" (;vcr, that it is not advisable to lay do,VD a ha.rd and f!lllt rule. Where a man earns a fairly high wage, it may be reasonahle for him to PSH', say, 20 per cent. of hi.s income for rent, but thi~ doc:'! not necp~q8rilv aDp'!' in the case of a man earning a low wage .. 'l'he balance in the latter case would not be sufficient to provide the necessaries of life for himself and his family.
136. Only a. portion of the population is hour-ed in municipal undertakings and it will bc necessary accordingly to divide the urban Native population into two categories, for the purpose of dealing with the question of rent- (a) those NativC8 who are living in family life in a Native location or Native village; and (b) those living in family life outside such institutions. Regarding the latter the position IS dealt with in Chapter VII.
137. The Committee does not feel so much concerned in respect of the rent paid by males or fem ales who have not their families with them, such as those who are living in municipal hostels for single persons or in compounds, or those who are domestic servants living on their employers' premises. In those cases the charge for accommodation varies from about 5s. to 12s. 6d. per month, depending largely on the nature of the accommodation and the facilities provided. Even at the highest charge mentioned, it aUo\'f's a margin for the Native to maintain himself. In the case of domestic servants and those living in compounds very freqqently the accommodation is free in the sense that it forms an integral part of the employees' real wage, but the employee does not pay cash for it. These Natives are mainly of the type which still hn.s its roots in the rural area. The main difficulty wit.h which the Committee feels that it should deal arise'! in respect of those who are now living in family life in a Native location or village, and those who are prospective residents in such institutions.
138. 'rhe question of rent-fixation for Natives is bound up with the Native Revenue Account system. In terms of section eight of the Natives (Urban Areas) Act, 1923, as amended, a separate account, known as the Native Revenue Account has to be established when there is a Native location, village or hostel in the urban area. Into this Account there must be paid, among other amounts, all rents, fees for services and other revenue of any kind whatsoever derived by the urban local authority from occupants or residents of any location, village or hostel in respect of their occupation or residence therein.
139. In some areas, considerable sums are credited to the Native Revenue Account from such sources as Kaffir Beer sales and registration fees, but, in the main, the revenue in this Account is derived from rents. The term ., rent" as used here, is almost invariably a consolidated charge which is imposed on the rc.<;idents of the location or Native village to cover, in addition to the actual occupation of municipal dwellings in a location or residence on sites in a Native village, such services as water supply, sanitation, medical services, roads, lighting and administration. There arc cases where charges are separated and fees are laid down for specific services. 'When in actual practice the urban local authorities do not subdivide the charges so as to stipulate what the individual servjces cost, the subdivision takes place in the analysis of the whole Native Revenue Account. In such cases there are bulk charges for specific services, 140. It is proposed to deal first with what may be called pure rent. There are in general two types of housing in Native locations. There is municipal housing and housing provided by the Natives themselves. In the case of the former, the actual rent for the occupation of such housing ('.onstitutes a fair proportion of the consolidated charge. This varies with the circumstances in different urban areas, but depends largely on the interest, redemption and maintenancp. charges on the capital inyolved. These latter charges in thf'ir turn, depend on the actual capital expenditure, and on the term~ of tbp loan, that i.~, the rate of interest and the period of the loan. 12 141. The rate of inte:cest problem should not present a real difficulty for ftlture developmer:t because the Government has made available to urban local authorities money for the housing ,of all sections of the population including Natives at f per cent. per annum. It is not possible to get more flilvourable terms than this from any other source.
142. Regarding. the Iperiod of loans it follows that the longer this is the lower the annual redcmption rate. The Central Housing Board has stated that in the case of sub-econom.jc funds, the period can be extended to forty years but in ~)ractice it is restricted in most cases to thirty years. .,Iuch periods cannot be regarded as unfavourable.
143. In order to iIlus trate the pure rent position in a sub-economic scheme based on a. loan repayable in forty years the variouJ~ monthly charges payable by the tenant in respect of each unit of £100 debited against the house occupied by him are set out as follows :- 145. In addition to a,ctual building costs each house has to bear a proportion of the cost of development of the scheme as a whole such as roads, stormwater drainage, electric light and water mains within the location area.
146. The irreducible minimum of pure rent for houses cost.ing £200 and £250 is thus 1&. and 16s. 3d . respectively. The prob;tem resolves itself therefore into the question of the cauital involved. If the pure rent is to be low it is essential that the cost of schemes should be kept down as mucb! as possible and the Committee considers that no comJ~lete solution of the pure rent question will be reached until a cheaper type of dwelling is diseovered which is at the same time commodious and hygienic. It is reali,sed that this presents a problem which is undoubtedly difficult. It has been found bv the Central Housing Board that it is not easy to prepal-e suit~ble designs for Nati've families which afford adequate accommodation because thalow wages received by them necessarily limit the ct>st of construction. In regard to the question of providing more commodious housing, the Board has set out the problem in this way" \Vhich is the best course to adopt 1 To give the tenant four indifIerently built and 'unhealthy rooms to live in at a lower rental than is poss:ible where first-class construction is afforded him or to give him less commodious but healthy accommodation 1 The latter view has been considered preferable by the Central Housing Board. It has always felt that the standard of construction cannot be lowered beyond a point and the remedy lies in increasing Native wagCj5. If and when this occurs the well-built building will ~till be in existence and permit of enlargement to meet t he requirements of the higher wage carner. The inferior type of building soon falls into disrepair and does not lend itself to extension".
147. In the CommiW~e's view there can be but little advantage from a health point of view in removing families from slums in one part of the town to what are virtually· slums in anothcr part as overcrowding is a factor in determining whether or not a property is a slum. It has been 8hown elsewhere in this Report that in many instaneEls these housing schemes have been overcrowded froIlIl th'" t.ime of occupation. In thf' pa~t many local auj'horitie8 have bal'lrd their efiorts on the same polioy as the Housing Board and this has had the undesirable eflect of limiting construction in many instances to two-roomed houses and even one room for families, whereas three or even four rooms would be required to obviate overcrowding. That there is a realisation of the results arising from this policy has become evident in the attitude now adopted by the Johannesburg City Council which in earlier schemes had, mainly, two-roomed houses. It has now been decided by that Council that no more houses in which there are less than three rooms shall be built for occupation by families of Natives.
148. The following development is of interest in considering this matter. Arising from the \Var the cost of building material, especially timber, corrugated iron and fittings has risen to a high figure, and these commodities have become unprocurable in sufficient quantity. It was found that the use of the same materials as in pre-war days brought the cost of construction to a prohibitive figure. It became necessary, therefore, to seek other materials. The Central Housing Board has done this in co-operation with certain local authorities who have conducted experiments.
149. Again, when the new Pretoria Location Scheme was first undertaken, the Council itselI conducted experiments before it proceeded to develop its scheme. Several sample houses were built and difierent types of materials were used. The Council's officials were then able to decide which materials were most satisfactory and also what economies could be eftected in construction and design. This led to the saving of many thousands of pounds. Preliminary expenditure of this nature which has to be borne by the scheme does not perhaPf'o bear so heavily when a large scheme of several thousand hou.c~es is involved. The pORitioll is different where the smaller centres are concerned and for them the burden would be too heavy.
The Central Housing Board has through its
Technical members done most valuable work in this connection but it has neither the stafi nor the facilities for carrying out experiments itself. In any event the Central Housing Board is a part-time body and it deals not only with Native housing but with housing both economic and sub-economic. for all sections of the population.
151. The Committee recommends that consideration should be given to the question o! the establishment o! a research branch especially for Native housing to be attached 10 the Central Housing Board lor the purpose o! investigating methods of construction and the use of materials which will lead to greater economy in supplying Native housing. Facilities should be provided for the conducting of experiments by this branch.
152. The personnel of such a branch would also be in the nature of inspectors to ensure that correct methods are being followed. In addition they would have opportunity of ascertaining whether methods of reducing cost could not be introduced.
153. They could, too. assist the smaller local authorities to whom the services of a town engineer are not available in the preparation of lay-out plans and designs of dwellings.
154. Apart from the necessity for reducing cost. there is an ever-presSing need for more hO\L')es. The Committee has found that everywhere housing available for Natives is inadequate. In Johannesburg, for example. an estimate of the families still to be housed is in the neighbourhood of six thousand. These are living in slums within the city itself.
155. According to the census taken in 1938, the Union urban Native population was 896.652 and it is probable that since that.ti~e there. h~ b.een an increase owing to the growth m mdustrlalisatlOn. Many of these' Natives are living in most undesirable circumstances. They have no alternative because there is not sufficient accommodation for them in the locations or 156. The Native who has his f~mily with him must seek accommodation for himself and family. He first tries to get a~ near his work as possible, but the restrictive provi:;ions of the Urban Areas A~t limit his scope in this respect~ These provisions presuppose that accommodation will be made available for him in a location or Native village and very frequently this is not the case. He may be compelled, therefore. to seek harbourage elsewhere. He tries to get this in the town itself in the cheap&lt quarter. Even there, a point of saturation is reached or else the demand for rooms is such that landlords are able to ask for enhanced prices which the Native cannot afiord to pay. He then goes further afield. even beyond the boundaries of the town, and settlements grow up such as Windermere at Cape Town. Edendale at Pietermaritzburg nnd Eersterust and Riverside at Pretoria. In these places there is DO local authority. no potable water supply or adequate sanitation.
157. '1.'he development of accommodation for Natives in the towns has not kept pace with the growth of the population. The Native is not able. as the other sections of the people can do, to build a house for himself where he plcusCfJ, nor can persons other than the municipality build h!wf')J for him to occupy because of the provisions of the Urban Areas Act_ He must go into a Native location or Native village. The onus is, therefore, on the local authority to build for him.
158. In "OO1e areas almost the whole of the Native population is already living in a Native location_ Many of these locations, particularly in the smaller places, were in existence prior to the coming into force of the Urban Area.~ Act and in those cases a great proportion oIthe housing has been erected by the Natives themselves.
The suitability of houses of this type is dependent very largely on the resources, financial and material, available to the Natives_ The dwellings vary from shacks built of sacking stretched oYer reeds to modern brickstructure~ conforming to European ideas. Many are. from a health point of view. thoroughly unhygienic and unsatisfactory and serve M shelters from the elements rather tha.n as accommodation fit /1)r hum.an beings.
159. There is, therefore, an urgent need for municipal housing schemes to be accelerated to rehoose in healthy surroundings those Natives who are already in the urban area.. because the conditions under which they are now living constitute a_danll;er. not only to them . . . . elves. but to the whole community. The Committee feels that the Research Branch which has been suggested could be most helpful in accelerating the work of construction.
160. SomE' municipnlitil's represented hat there were undue delays in so far as official circles were concerned. The Committee feels that there is a need for the consideration and planning of schemes to be expedited and that a more simple procedure than it at present in operation should be evolved.
161. Representations wero made regarding the increased costa arising from the War and it has been argued that urban local autborities should not be pressed to embark ou housing schemes until normal conditions return. War conditions will undoubtedly have some effect on housing schemes and will retard progress, but it is certain that normal times will not return even for a long period after the War Ilnd the Committee considers that the necessity for improvement is so great that 9llbject to the limitations caused by war, every effort should be made to accelerate building programmes. With an increase in lDdustrialisation, there will be a bigger flow of Natives into urban atCiLli and the position will get steadIly worse. More slums than ever before Will be created unless something is done about housing. In order to meet this position which in part has already arisen, alternative method& of construction are being developed and the Housing Board fees confident tha.t by using such methods, the cost will not be very much greater than that of pre-war construction.
162. The Committee realLsea tha.t ma.ny yearli are likely to elapse before recognised housing schemes overta.ke the needs of the urban Native population and that in certain instances there will be no alternative but to allow Natives to erect their own houses. Supervision over design and construction is an essential in such cases and to the absence of such supervision and guidance in the past can be attributed some, at any rate, of the undesirable features of the existing Native-built hoU8CS in locations.
163. A form of assisted housing scheme for Natives has been adopted by some municipalities, notably Blocmfontein, and has become generally known as the Bloemfontein system of housing. In these cases it has been appreciated that the Native has not had enougll capital to complete a house which can be regarded aa satisfactory and the local authority has helped him with capital either in the form of material or in cash. The Native is required to repay the eapitaJ in instalments within a stipulated period and to pay interest on the amount advanced. PlaIlS have to be submitted and sUpc1'visioll is exercised over the construction.
The Central HOU8ing
Board is opposed to this type of scheme. It considers that the buildings erected by the Natives themselves cannot be so weU·b..ilt or so du able as those in recognised housing schemes and in any event the rehousing of Natives would proceed too slowly if the initiative of building was left entirely to the Native. The Committee is prepared to admit the defects and shortcomings of the system but nevertheless it has been found that under the 'Bloemfontein system the Native has generally been able to build a more commodious house at a lower cost than that of a house in a muwClpal scheme. In addition the Native has a stake 10 the house itaelf which is bound to have a steadying etlect on his conduct as a citizen.
165. II is lelllh.flhe Bloemfontein system is cap.ble of development not to replace the municipal housing schemes bu' to supplement them and thus to accelerate the provision of Native housing_ Some of the defects which normally are found to exist in Native built houses can, it is thought, be overc9me by supervision and guidance.
166. Three types of loans have been used for Native hOU8ing-(a) the Government sub-ooonomic, (b) the Government economic, and (c) the external economic.
167. The real problem of rehoU8ing of Natives is fundamentally an economic one, and as long as an economic wage is not being paid to them, it is necessary for the housing of this class to be subsidised. Realisation oi this fact led the Government to make available sub-economic housing funds to the extent of fifteen and a half million pounds at three-quarter per cent. interest per annum. This was, of course, for the housing of all IIOOtions of the population. Up to the 31st December, 1941, £6,329,<»1 had been allocated specifically for Native housing.
168. The G<lvernment. in lending money to local authorities at three-quarter per cent., IS losing annually, for the period of the loan, about £30 on every £1,000 lent. Local authorities under the scheme only have to repay during the period of the loan approximately £71. 15s. 7d. for every £100 borrowed over a period of twenty years, £59. 1&. Od. if the loan is over 30 years and £49. 18s. 2d. if the loan is for a period of 40 years. This is explained by the fact that the annual instalments received from local auchorities on behaU of the Sinking Fund arc reinvested by the Government at economic rates of interest, and credit for some of this is passed to the local authority concerned.
169. One of the conditions attached to sub-economic loana is that the local authority is required to fix rentals at a figure which will involve it in an annual loss equivalent to Ii per cent. of the capital borrowed.
In computmg this rent, however, the local authority is permitted, in addition to the interest and redemption charges, to include the following items as a charge against the scheme--- on rentals due; and (j) such other items as may be considered fair and reasonable.
170. Except in one or two instances brought to the Committee's notice, the loss on sub-economic housing schemes for Natives is debited against the Native Revenue Account. In these cases, there is actua.lly a credit of a contribution of the amount of the loss of Ii per cent. on the cost or the scheme from General Revenue to the Native Revenue Account. Where this is not done, it generally means that some other section of the Native population is bearing this loss. In some instances the Native Revenue Account is credited with the profit from the sale of kaffir beer and it is this or some similar source of income which augments the fundB to enable the Native Revenue Account to bear the loss. In other cases, however, an out-and-out grant to make up any deficit in the Native Revenue Account serves the same purpose. Some, on the other hand, simply make an advance from General Revenue to cover the deficit in the hope that at some future time there will be a surplus in the Native Revenue Account from which to recover the amount advanced.
171. In the case of sub-economio schemes for sections of the community other than Natives, the loss must be borne by the General Account. The Native section, however, probably because of the enIorced establishment of a Native Revenue Account, is being treated as a separate unit, and thus there is discrimination against the Native. These funds which the GovelDment makes available are for the benefit of the community generally and the Committee feels that, having regard to the fact that the Native section is usually the lowest paid and thus the poorest, it is inequitable that they should bear the loss ou the scheme established for themselves. It must be realised that the Native population is almost entirely dependent on the wages which it can earn and as from these it can only pay & sub-economic rent, it seems only fair that the employing section should contribute to the cost of maintaining the scbcme. For this reason, the Committee feels that there should be a direct annual contribution from the General Rfovenue of the local authority concerned of an amount equal to 11 per cent. of 'he capital involved.
172. It was feared by the CeDtral Housing BORrd tha.t this would have a deterrent efiect on local authorities, particularly the smaller ones, for it was stated that the possibility of incurring that loss now caused many to hesitate to embark on such schemes even where the
